
3 OT XXIV

10 yr.., like A PAT11AT THROUGH GENESIS, MW TO UNDENSTAND THE pFaITAT!u(, THE BIBLE

ICE THE INTERESTED AMERICAN READER (or something like that). books introducing people

to the Bible -- some of them written by Protestants, same by RC's, some by Jews..

Everyon e $ that I looked I foul presented the beliefs of the RC as established fact

which it is necessary to know something about -- according to these books, in order to

truly understand Genesis, or in order to truly understand the Bible. And so these MC

today is something that very few people know anything about, but that most people are

greatly affected by directly or indirectly. And dust about every college that is nominally

Christian, that was founded as such as 30 yr.. ago just about every one has courses, many

of them required, in which the RC teachings are given as established fact. And in the

last 15 to 20 yre " most of the secular colleges have been introducing courses in humanities

or courses in religion. I went to Lehigh University to speak to $ student group not long

ago and found that there the students are all required to take courses in humselty-- just

a little of it. It's an engineering college primarily, but they thought their students

should also know something about the humanities and the course which the particular ran I

talked with was taking was devoted almost entirely to show the "true" way to onderitsud

the Bible, which was the application of the HC to it.

And so the RC is a very important factor today in American life. I believe it has

done more than almost else to tier down faith in the Bible and to leave(lead) people to

lose interest in it. So it is very important that we know something of the main facts

about it. That's No. 1 -- The Importance of the HC.

2. Nu. 13 - 114 at first sight is an excellent of the HC. Here in Nun. 13 - 114 we

have this story of the sending out of the spiesj of their coming back and giving their

report. and of the attitude of the people then. and the Lord's rebuke of the people and

Me results that came from it. Now the HC unanimously believe that Mum. is made up almost

entirely of 3 main Ø%44 strands going together. The largest of these is the P document

- the Priestly story. The P document. the latest written of the documents. And in the P

story you have the most of the laws. ii and most lists. genes) ogles and so forth, and

you have a complete story of the sanding of the spies and their coming back and the divine
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